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ABSTRACT. In this note we show that the results of H. Furstenberg on
the Poisson boundary of lattices of semisimple Lie groups allow to de-
duce simplicity properties of the Lyapunov spectrum of the Kontsevich-
Zorich cocycle of Teichmüller curves in moduli spaces of Abelian dif-
ferentials without the usage of codings of the Teichmüller flow. As an
application, we show the simplicity of some Lyapunov exponents in the
setting of (some) Prym Teichmüller curves of genus 4 where a coding-
based approach seems hard to implement because of the poor knowledge
of the Veech group of these Teichmüller curves. Finally, we extend the
discussion in this note to show the simplicity of Lyapunov exponents
coming from (high weight) variations of Hodge structures associated to
mirror quintic Calabi-Yau threefolds.
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1. INTRODUCTION
After the seminal works of A. Zorich [Z0] and M. Kontsevich [K], it is
known that the qualitative and quantitative features of the Lyapunov expo-
nents of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle over the Teichmüller flow on the
moduli space of unit area Abelian and quadratic differentials inspire several
applications to different subjects such as:
• the description of the deviation of ergodic averages of interval ex-
change transformations ([Z0], [Fo02]),
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2 ALEX ESKIN AND CARLOS MATHEUS
• the computation of the diffusion rates of trajectories in the so-called
Ehrenfest wind-tree model for Lorenz gases [DHL],
• the distinction between commensurability classes of all presently
known non-arithmetic ball quotients [KM], etc.
Concerning the qualitative properties of the Lyapunov spectrum of the
Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle with respect to Teichmüller flow invariant prob-
abilities, the so-called simplicity property, that is, Lyapunov exponents have
multiplicity 1, is one of the most prominent because, from the theoretical
point of view, it gives the most complete picture of the fiber-dynamics of
the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle. Indeed, by Oseledets theorem, the simplic-
ity property implies that the action of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle on al-
most every fiber can be completely diagonalized, and, for example, this is a
important information in the applications to deviations of ergodic averages
of interval exchange transformations.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, currently there exist two results
for the simplicity of the Lyapunov spectrum of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocy-
cle. The first one is the celebrated theorem of A. Avila and M. Viana [AV]
(proving the former Kontsevich-Zorich conjecture) showing that the sim-
plicity of Lyapunov exponents of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle with re-
spect to the so-called Masur-Veech probability measures. The second one
is a recent result by the second author, M. Möller and J.-C. Yoccoz [MMY]
giving a criterion (inspired by the techniques of [AV]) for the simplicity
of Lyapunov exponents of invariant probability measures associated to the
so-called arithmetic Teichmüller curves.
A common technical feature of the proofs of simplicity in the papers [AV]
and [MMY] is the fact that they somehow depend on particular codings
(countable Markov partitions) for the Teichmüller geodesic flow that are
well-adapted to the invariant probability measures at hand. In particular,
A. Avila and M. Viana [AV] use the so-called Rauzy-Veech algorithm for
their coding, and the second author, M. Möller and J.-C. Yoccoz [MMY]
use certain finite extensions of the continued fraction algorithm for their
coding. Of course, the usage of a coding normally makes life technically
easier, but it has a drawback coming from the fact that codings adapted to
arbitrary invariant measures are not easy to produce in general.
The goal of this note is the description of a “coding-free” simplicity crite-
rion for invariant probabilities associated to Teichmüller curves (i.e., closed
SL(2,R)-orbits). Roughly speaking, given a Teichmüller curve T, we show
that the knowledge of the action on homology of affine diffeomorphisms of
the translation surfaces in T suffices to show the simplicity of the Lyapunov
spectrum without using any coding for the geodesic flow on T. Here, the
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basic idea allowing us to forget about codings is a theorem of H. Fursten-
berg [Fu71] ensuring that, given a lattice Γ in SL(2,R), it is possible to find
a probability µ on Γ with supp(µ) = Γ (i.e., µ gives non-zero weights to all
elements of Γ) such that (SO(2,R),Leb) is the Poisson boundary of (Γ, ν).
This strategy was suggested to the first author by A. Furman many years
ago.
We organize this note as follows. In the next section, we quickly review
some relevant definitions (moduli spaces of Abelian differentials, Teich-
müller flow and SL(2,R)-action on these moduli spaces, Kontsevich-Zorich
cocycle, Teichmüller curves, etc.), we state our main “coding-free” simplic-
ity criterion (see Theorem 1), and we give the (short) proof of our simplicity
criterion essentially by combining the results of H. Furstenberg [Fu71] on
one hand, and Y. Guivarch and A. Raugi [GR, GR2], I. Goldsheid and G.
Margulis [GM], and A. Avila and M. Viana [AV]. Then, we make an ap-
plication of the main criterion to a class of Prym Teichmüller curves (see
Theorem 2) where coding-based approaches are hard to perform (because
the Veech groups of these Teichmüller curves are essentially unknown). Fi-
nally, in the last section we show that our main criterion (in Theorem 1)
also applies to variations of Hodge structures (of weight two) associated to
mirror quintic Calabi-Yau threefolds.
Remark 1.1. The natural analog of Theorem 1 below for Teichmüller curves
in the moduli spaces of non-orientable quadratic differentials is also true.
Indeed, our proof of Theorem 1 can be easily adapted to the case of non-
orientable quadratic differentials because these objects are naturally related
to Abelian differentials via the usual canonical double-cover construction.
However, we prefer to leave the detailed verification of this fact to the reader
since we will not need it for our current applications of the “coding-free”
simplicity criterion.
2. LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS OF TEICHMÜLLER CURVES
2.1. Moduli spaces, Teichmüller flow and Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle.
The basic references for the facts stated without proofs in this subsection
are the surveys [Fo06] of G. Forni and [Z2] of A. Zorich, and the references
therein.
We denote by Hg the moduli space of Abelian differentials on Riemann
surfaces of genus g ≥ 1, that is, Hg is the set of equivalence classes of
pairs (M,ω) where M is a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 1 and
ω is a non-trivial Abelian differential (non-vanishing holomorphic 1-form)
on M modulo the action of the group Diff+(M) of orientation-preserving
homeomorphisms of M .
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In the literature, the pairs (M,ω) are called translation surface structures
because, by local integration of ω outside the set Σ of its zeroes, one gets an
atlas on M −Σ such that the change of coordinates is given by translations.
We refer to this atlas as a translation atlas.
The translation atlases are useful structures because they make clear that
the group GL+(2,R) acts on Hg by post-composition with charts of trans-
lation atlases. As it turns out, from the point of view of ergodic theory, it
is more efficient to study the GL+(2,R)-action on Hg by focusing on the
“unit hyperboloid” H(1)g of unit area translation surfaces in Hg, that is, the
translation surfaces (M,ω) ∈ Hg such that the area function A(M,ω) :=
(i/2)
∫
ω∧ω equals 1. In fact, despite the fact that this “unit hyperboloid” is
not very far from Hg (one has to rescale the area of (M,ω) by multiplying
ω by a constant to get in H(1)g ), it is preserved by the action of the subgroup
SL(2,R) of GL+(2,R), and, furthermore, it is possible to show that H(1)g
supports plenty of SL(2,R)-invariant probability measures. In other words,
H
(1)
g is the correct object of study as far as ergodic-theoretical methods are
concerned.
In what follows, we’ll need the following two basic facts about H(1)g and
the corresponding SL(2,R)-action. Firstly, H(1)g is stratified into complex
orbifolds H(1)(k1, . . . , ks) of dimension 2g + s − 1 obtained by collecting
Abelian differentials (M,ω) ∈ H(1)g such that the list of orders of its zeroes
is κ = (k1, . . . , ks),
∑
km = 2g−2. Secondly, the SL(2,R)-action onH(1)g
preserves each stratum H(1)(κ).
In this language, the Teichmüller flow gt on a stratum H
(1)
g (κ) of the
moduli space H(1)g is simply the action of the diagonal subgroup gt :=
diag(et, e−t) of SL(2,R). In their seminal works, M. Kontsevich [K] and
A. Zorich [Z1] introduced the so-called Kontsevich-Zorich cocyle over the
Teichmüller flow, a fundamental object with applications to the dynam-
ics of interval exchange transformations, translation flows and billiards.
The definition of this cocycle is the following. Firstly, one considers the
Teichmüller space Ĥg of Abelian differentials, that is, the set of equiva-
lence classes of Abelian differentials (M,ω) modulo the action of the group
Diff+0 (M) of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of M isotopic to the
identity. Note that the moduli space Hg is the quotient Hg = Ĥg/Γg of
the Teichmüller space by the action of the mapping-class group Γg :=
Diff+(M)/Diff+0 (M). The Hodge bundle
H1g = Ĥ
1
g/Γg
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over the moduli space Hg is the quotient of the trivial bundle Ĥ1g = Ĥg ×
H1(M,R) over the Teichmüller space by the diagonal action of the mapping-
class group Γg on both factors of Ĥ1g . In this language, the Kontsevich-
Zorich cocycle GKZt is the quotient G
KZ
t = Ĝ
KZ
t /Γg of the trivial cocycle
ĜKZt (ω, [c]) = (gt(ω), [c])
on Ĥ1g by Γg.
Concerning the general features of the Lyapunov spectrum, we observe
that the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle GKZt preserves the natural (symplectic)
intersection form on the fibers H1(M,R) of the Hodge bundle H1g . Since
H1(M,R) is a real vector space of dimension 2g, we have that GKZt is a
symplectic cocycle and, thus, its Lyapunov spectrum with respect to any
Teichmüller flow invariant probability µ has the form
λµ1 ≥ λµ2 ≥ . . . λµg ≥ −λµg ≥ · · · ≥ −λµ2 ≥ −λµ1
Also, it is not hard to check that the Hodge bundle has a decomposition
H1g = H
1
st(M,R)⊕H1(0)(M,R)
where H1st(M,R) is the “tautological” subbundle generated by the coho-
mology classes coming from the real and imaginary parts of ω andH1(0)(M,R)
is the symplectic orthogonal of H1st(M,R). Furthermore, this decomposi-
tion is invariant under the SL(2,R) action and the Kontsevich-Zorich cocy-
cle.
A simple geometrical argument allows one to show that the 2-dimensional
(symplectic) tautological subbundle H1st(M,R) contributes with the “tauto-
logical” Lyapunov exponents λµ1 = 1 and−λµ1 = −1. Also, G. Forni [Fo02]
proved the “spectral gap” estimate λµ2 < 1. In particular, one has that the
Lyapunov spectrum of GKZt with respect to any gt-invariant probability µ
has the form
1 > λµ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λµg ≥ −λµg ≥ · · · ≥ −λµ2 > −1
where the Lyapunov exponents±λµi , i = 2, . . . , g come from the restriction
of GKZt to the subbundle H
1
(0)(M,R).
In the sequel, we’ll be interested in the qualitative features of ±λµi , i =
2, . . . , g, when µ is a SL(2,R)-invariant probability measure whose sup-
port is the smallest possible, namely, a single closed SL(2,R)-orbit, i.e., a
Teichmüller curve.
2.2. Veech surfaces, Teichmüller curves and affine diffeomorphisms.
The basic reference for this subsection is the survey [HS] of P. Hubert and
T. Schmidt.
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Let (M,ω) ∈ H(1)g be a translation surface. We denote by SL(M,ω)
the stabilizer of (M,ω) with respect to the SL(2,R)-action on H(1)g . In the
literature, SL(M,ω) is called Veech group of (M,ω).
By a result of J. Smillie (see e.g. [SW]), it is known that the SL(2,R)-
orbit of (M,ω) is closed in the moduli space if and only if the Veech group
SL(M,ω) is a lattice in SL(2,R). In this case, (M,ω) is called a Veech
surface and its SL(2,R)-orbit in the moduli space is isomorphic to the unit
cotangent bundle SL(2,R)/SL(M,ω) of the (finite-area) hyperbolic surface
H/SL(M,ω). For this reason, the closed SL(2,R)-orbits are called Teich-
müller curves.
By definition, the SL(2,R)-orbit of a Veech surface (i.e., a Teichmüller
curve) supports an unique (ergodic) SL(2,R)-invariant probability measure.
So, in the sequel, this measure will be always understood when we talk
about the invariant measure associated to a given Teichmüller curve.
In general, the Veech group SL(M,ω) is part of an short exact sequence
1→ Aut(M,ω)→ SL(M,ω)→ Aff(M,ω)→ 1
where Aut(M,ω), resp. Aff(M,ω), is the automorphism, resp. affine, group
of diffeomorphisms of (M,ω), that is, the set of orientation-preserving
homeomorphisms of (M,ω) preserving the set of zeroes of ω whose ex-
pression in the translation atlas of (M,ω) is a translation, resp. affine.
In particular, when Aut(M,ω) = {id}, i.e., (M,ω) has no (non-trivial)
automorphisms, we have that SL(M,ω) is isomorphic to Aff(M,ω). This
elementary fact has the following interesting consequence for the study of
the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle over Teichmüller curves.
Firstly, by using the duality between of the homology and cohomology,
we can think of GKZt as the quotient of the trivial cocycle
(ω, γ) 7→ (gt(ω), γ)
on Ĥ1g ×H1(M,R) by the action of the mapping-class group Γg. Secondly,
it is possible to show that, in genus g ≥ 2, the affine group Aff(M,ω)
injects into the mapping-class group Γg. Finally, one has that the stabi-
lizer of the SL(2,R)-orbit of (M,ω) in Γg is exactly Aff(M,ω). Therefore,
when Aut(M,ω) = {id}, the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycleGKZt over a closed
SL(2,R)-orbit can be thought as the quotient of the trivial cocycle
SL(2,R)×H1(M,R)→ SL(2,R)×H1(M,R)
by the natural action of SL(M,ω) (on the first factor it is the usual action
and in the second factor the Veech group acts via the injections SL(M,ω)→
Aff(M,ω)→ Γg).
In summary, the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle over a Teichmüller curve is
closely related to the action on homology of the affine group Aff(M,ω). In
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our subsequent discussion, we will systematically adopt this point of view
on the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle.
Note that, by Poincaré duality, GKZt leaves invariant a decomposition of
the (dual of the) Hodge bundle
H1(M,R) = Hst1 (M,R)⊕H(0)1 (M,R)
where the tautological 2-dimensional symplectic subbundleHst1 (M,R) car-
ries the tautological Lyapunov exponents ±1 and H(0)1 (M,R) is the sym-
plectic orthogonal of Hst1 (M,R).
In the case of Teichmüller curves, Deligne’s semisimplicity theorem [D87]
(see also [EMi] and [Fi]) says that there is an unique (possibly trivial) de-
composition
H
(0)
1 (M,R) = H(1)⊕ · · · ⊕H(k)
where H(i) are distinct isotypical components of SL(2,R)-invariant irre-
ducible subbundles (i.e.,H(i) is a direct sum of isomorphic SL(2,R)-invariant
irreducible representations). In this context, it is natural to study the Kontsevich-
Zorich cocycle and the action of Aff(M,ω) restricted to each “block” H(i).
After setting up this notation, we are ready to state and proof our main
“coding-free” simplicity criterion.
2.3. A “coding-free” simplicity criterion for Lyapunov exponents. Let
T be a Teichmüller curve given by the SL(2,R)-orbit of a Veech surface
(M,ω) without non-trivial automorphisms, and let H(i) be a block con-
sisting of a symplectic isotypical component of SL(2,R)-invariant irre-
ducible of the (dual of the) Hodge bundle over T. Denote by Gi the group
of symplectic matrices obtained by restricting the action on homology of
Aff(M,ω) to the block Hi of dimension 2r(i) (say), and let λ1(i) ≥ · · · ≥
λr(i)(i) ≥ −λr(i)(i) ≥ · · · ≥ −λ1(i) be the Lyapunov exponents of the
restriction of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle to H(i) (with respect to the
unique SL(2,R)-invariant probability supported on T).
For the statement of the simplicity criterion, we need to recall the follow-
ing concepts coming from the papers [GR, GR2], [GM] and [AV]. Given a
monoid G of matrices acting on a real vector space H , we say that
• G is strongly irreducible if it doesn’t preserve a finite collection of
proper subspaces of H;
• G has the contraction property whenever given any probability mea-
sure µ on P(H) such that µ(P ) = 0 for any proper projective sub-
space P , one can find a sequence of elements gn ∈ G such that gnµ
converges to a Dirac mass at some point of P(H).
Also, if G is a monoid of symplectic matrices on a real symplectic vector
space H of dimension 2d, we say that
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• G is pinching if G contains a pinching matrix A, i.e., a matrix whose
eigenvalues are real with distinct norms;
• G is twisting if there are a pinching matrix A ∈ G and a twisting
matrix B ∈ G with respect to A in the sense that B(F ) ∩ F ′ = {0}
whenever F is an isotropic A-invariant subspace of dimension 1 ≤
k ≤ d and F ′ is a co-isotropic A-invariant subspace of dimension
2d− k.
Theorem 1. In the setting of the previous paragraphs, one has that:
(a) if Gi has the contraction property and Gi is strongly irreducible, then
the “top” Lyapunov exponent λ1(i) of the block H(i) is simple (i.e.,
λ1(i) > λ2(i));
(b) if the Zariski closure of Gi coincides with the full symplectic group
Sp(H), then the Lyapunov spectrum of the restriction of GKZt to
H(i) is simple;
(c) if Gi is pinching and twisting, then the Lyapunov spectrum of the
restriction of GKZt to H(i) is simple.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the proof of this result is not very
long due to the profound results of H. Furstenberg [Fu71], Y. Guivarc’h and
A. Raugi [GR], I. Goldsheid and G. Margulis [GM], and A. Avila and M.
Viana [AV] (see also [GR2, Lemme 3.9]).
Proof. By the results of H. Furstenberg [Fu71], we have a probability mea-
sure ν on the Veech group SL(M,ω) with supp(ν) = SL(M,ω) (i.e., ν
gives non-zero weights to all elements of SL(M,ω)) such that the Poisson
boundary1 of (SL(M,ω), ν) is (SO(2,R),Leb). By the Osceledec multi-
plicative ergodic theorem applied to random walks inH, a typical trajectory
of the random walk in SL(M,ω)i ⊂ H tracks a geodesic ray in H up to
sublinear error (see, e.g., the (short) proof of Lemma 4.1 of [CE] where
this is explained in more detail). In other words, for almost all sequences
γi ∈ SL(M,ω) (with respect to the measure ν × ν · · · × ν . . . ) there exists
a geodesic ray {α(t) : t ∈ R} ⊂ H such that
distH(γn . . . γ1 · i, α(n)) = o(n).
We may write α(t) as gt(rθω), where rθ =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
and as above
gt denotes the geodesic flow, i.e. the action of
(
et 0
0 e−t
)
.
1See, e.g., the survey [Fur02] of A. Furman for a gentle introduction to the Poisson
boundary.
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By combining this with Forni’s estimate
d
dt
log ‖GKZt (ω)‖ ≤ 1
for all ω ∈ H(1)g from [Fo02, §2] (where ‖.‖ denotes the so-called Hodge
norm on the Hodge bundle, see [Fo02]), we deduce that, for almost all
sequences γi ∈ SL(M,ω), there exists θ ∈ [0, 2pi) such that
log ‖ρ(γn . . . γ1)GKZ−n (rθω))‖ ≤ distH(γn . . . γ1 · i, gn(rθω))(2.1)
= o(n),
where ρ : SL(M,ω) → Sp(2g,Z) denotes the action on the homology
H1(M,R). Furthermore, since the Poisson boundary of (SL(M,ω), ν) is
(SO(2,R),Leb), the probability distribution of the “angle” θ is uniform
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, 2pi). (Any distribution ab-
solutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure would be sufficient
here.)
Hence, it follows that the Lyapunov exponents of the Kontsevich-Zorich
cocyle GKZt coincide with the Lyapunov exponents of the random walk on
(a subgroup of) Sp(2g,Z) whose defining law is ρ(ν). Indeed, given a non-
trivial element v ∈ H1(M,R) and denoting by λρ(ν)(v) and λKZ(v) the
Lyapunov exponents of v with respect to the random walk of law ρ(ν) and
the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle (resp.), we see from (2.1) (and the definition
of Lyapunov exponent) that
0 = lim
n→∞
1
n
log
‖ρ(γn) . . . ρ(γ1)v‖
‖GKZn (rθω)v‖
= λρ(ν)(v)− λKZ(v)
Here, it is worth to point out that Forni’s estimate played an important role
because it allowed to transfer the fact (coming from Oseledets theorem) that
random products of law ν track certain geodesic rays in the hyperbolic plane
into the estimate (2.1) that random products with law ρ(ν) “track” certain
matrices of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle.
In particular, the Lyapunov exponents
λ1(i) ≥ · · · ≥ λr(i)(i) ≥ −λr(i)(i) ≥ · · · ≥ −λ1(i)
of the restriction of GKZt to the block H(i) coincide with the Lyapunov
exponents of random products with law ρ(ν) of the matrices of Gi (coming
from the restriction to H(i) of the action on homology2 of the elements of
SL(M,ω)).
At this point, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete, since the analogous
results for products of independent identically distributed matrices are well
2Recall that, by hypothesis, (M,ω) has no non-trivial automorphisms so that SL(M,ω)
injects into Aff(M,ω).
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known. Indeed, the item (a) follows from the results of Y. Guivarc’h and A.
Raugi [GR] saying that the top Lyapunov exponents of random products of
elements of a monoid G is simple whenever G has the contraction property
and G is strongly irreducible. Similarly, the item (b), resp. (c), follows
from the results of I. Goldsheid and G. Margulis [GM], resp. A. Avila
and M. Viana [AV] (see also [GR2, Lemme 3.9]), saying that the Lyapunov
spectrum of random products of elements of a monoid G is simple whenever
the Zariski closure of G coincides with the full symplectic group, resp. G is
pinching and twisting. 
Remark 2.1. The main reason for the statement of Theorem 1 to focus on
Teichmüller curves comes from the fact that Furstenberg’s theorem [Fu71]
concerns homogenous spaces. In particular, it is an interesting open ques-
tion to know whether an analog of Furstenberg’s theorem holds in the non-
homogenous setting of supports of general SL(2,R)-invariant measures in
moduli spaces of Abelian differentials.
3. APPLICATION TO SOME PRYM CURVES OF GENUS 4
We start this section with a quick review of some features of the so-called
Prym eigenforms and their SL(2,R)-orbits. For more detailed expositions
on this subject, see [McM06] and [LN].
3.1. Prym eigenforms and Weierstrass loci. LetX be a Riemann surface
equipped with a holomorphic involution ρ : X → X whose Prym variety
Prym(X, ρ) := Ω−(X)∗/H−1 (X,Z)
is an Abelian variety of complex dimension 2 admitting real multiplication
by the real order OD of discriminant D ∈ N, D ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 4). Here,
Ω−(X), resp. H−1 (X,Z), is the subset of ρ-anti-invariant holomorphic 1-
forms, resp., integral homology cycles, on X . In this context, we say that
ω ∈ Ω−(X)− {0} is a Prym eigenform whenever OD · ω ⊂ Cω.
By a simple application of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (see Theorem
3.1 of [McM06] or Remark 2.4 of [LN]), it is not hard to see that Prym
eigenforms exist only when X has genus 2 ≤ g(X) ≤ 5.
We denote by ΩED(k1, . . . , ks) the subset of Prym eigenforms with mul-
tiplication by OD in a stratum H(1)(k1, . . . , ks) of the moduli space H
(1)
g .
The Prym eigenforms are interesting objects because, as it was shown
by C. McMullen [McM06], ΩED(k1, . . . , ks) are closed SL(2,R)-invariant
subsets of the stratum H(k1, . . . , ks).
For our current purposes, we will focus on the so-called Weierstrass loci
ΩED(2g − 2), that is, the loci of Prym eigenforms in the minimal stra-
tum H(1)(2g − 2). Again, by Riemann-Hurwitz formula (see, e.g., Remark
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2.4 of [LN]), one has that, for genus g = 5, ΩED(8) = ∅, that is, the
Weierstrass loci are interesting only for g = 2, 3 and 4. Also, by a certain
“dimension counting” argument, C. McMullen was also able to show that,
for g = 2, 3, 4, the Weierstrass loci ΩED(2g − 2) consist of the union of
finitely many Teichmüller curves.
In genus 2, the number of connected components of the Weierstrass loci
ΩED(2) was completely determined by C. McMullen [McM05]. More
recently, E. Lanneau and D.-M. Nguyen [LN] completely determined the
number of connected components of ΩED(4) (Weierstrass loci in genus 3)
and almost completely determined the number of connected components of
ΩED(6) (Weierstrass loci in genus 4). Very roughly speaking, the basic
strategy (introduced by C. McMullen in [McM05]) to compute the num-
ber of connected components of ΩED(2g − 2) is the following: firstly,
one produces prototypes for cylinder decompositions along periodic direc-
tions of translation surfaces (Abelian differentials) in ΩED(2g − 2), that
is, canonical representatives for the cusps of the Teichmüller curves inside
ΩED(2g−2); secondly, one uses butterfly moves to connect prototypes and
eventually determine the number of connected components of ΩED(2g−2).
For later use, we depict below Models A and B prototypes of E. Lanneau
and D.-M. Nguyen (see Figures 18 and 19 of [LN]) for cylinder decompo-
sitions along periodic directions of translation surface in ΩED(6) (i.e., the
Weierstrass loci in genus 4).
β1,1
β2,2
β2,1
β1,2
α1,2
α2,2
α2,1
α1,1
FIGURE 1. Model A cylinder decomposition of (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6).
The receipt for the construction of (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) from Models A and
B is the following. Consider w, h, t, e ∈ N integral parameters such that
D = e2 + 4wh, gcd(w, h, t, e) = 1, w, h > 0 and 0 ≤ t < gcd(w, h).
If w > 2(e + 2h), we can construct a translation surface (X,ω) ∈
ΩED(6) from Model A by imposing that the homology cycles αi,j, βi,j ,
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β1,1
β2,2
β2,1
β1,2
α1,2
α2,2
α2,1
α1,1
FIGURE 2. Model B cylinder decomposition of (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6).
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 indicated in Figure 1 have holonomy vectors
ω(α1,1) = ω(α1,2) = (λ/2, 0), ω(β1,1) = ω(β1,2) = (0, λ/2)
ω(α2,1) = ω(α2,2) = (w/2, 0), ω(β2,1) = ω(β2,2) = (t/2, h/2)
where λ := (e+
√
D)/2.
Similarly, if h + e < w < 2(e + 2h), we can construct a translation
surface (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) from Model B by imposing that the homology
cycles αi,j, βi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 indicated in Figure 2 have holonomy vectors
ω(α1,1) = ω(α1,2) = (λ/2, 0), ω(β1,1) = ω(β1,2) = (0, λ/2)
ω(α2,1) = ω(α2,2) = (w/2, 0), ω(β2,1) = ω(β2,2) = (t/2, h/2)
where λ := (e+
√
D)/2.
Remark 3.1. Formally, the area of the Model A and B translation surfaces
described above are not necessarily 1. So, we need to rescale them in order
to get an element (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6). However, since this scaling issue
is irrelevant in our subsequent discussion of Lyapunov exponents, we will
ignore it in what follows.
For later use, we will say that the short, resp. long, cylinders in Models A,
B are the two cylinders at the very top and very bottom, resp. in the middle,
of the figures above whose waist curves have length λ/2, resp. w/2.
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After this brief introduction to the Prym eigenforms, let us discuss the
Lyapunov exponents of the Teichmüller curves inside the Weierstrass loci
ΩED(2g − 2).
3.2. Lyapunov spectrum of Teichmüller curves in Weierstrass loci. For
(X,ω) ∈ ΩED(2g − 2), we can use the holomorphic involution ρ : X →
X to decompose the fiber H1(X,R) of the Hodge bundle at (X,ω) as
H1(X,R) = H−1 (X,R) ⊕ H+1 (X,R) where H−1 (X,R) consists of ρ-anti-
invariant homology cycles and H+1 (X,R) consists of ρ-invariant homology
cycles. By definition, H−1 (X,R) has dimension 4 (as Ω−(X) has complex
dimension 2) and, a fortiori, H+1 (X,R) has dimension 2g − 4. Also, since
ω ∈ Ω−(X), one has that H−1 (X,R) = Hst1 (X,R)⊕H−, where Hst1 (X,R)
is the tautological subspace and H− is the orthogonal of Hst1 (X,R) in-
side H−1 (X,R) with respect to the intersection form on homology. Since
H−1 (X,R) has dimension 4 and Hst1 (X,R) has dimension 2, it follows that
H− has also dimension 2.
It is not hard to check that the decomposition
H1(X,R) = Hst1 (X,R)⊕H− ⊕H+1 (X,R)
is SL(2,R)-equivariant decomposition of the Hodge bundle over the Te-
ichmüller curve SL(2,R) · (X,ω) into symplectic subbundles. In particu-
lar, the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle over SL(2,R) · (X,ω) preserves each
symplectic subbundle of this decomposition. As usual, the restriction of
the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle to the tautological subbundle Hst1 (X,R) has
Lyapunov exponents ±1, and, therefore, the interesting Lyapunov expo-
nents come from the restrictions of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle to H−
and H+1 (X,R).
In the genus 2 case, it was shown by M. Bainbridge [B] and A. Eskin,
M. Kontsevich and A. Zorich [EKZ] that the restriction of the Kontsevich-
Zorich cocycle to H− has Lyapunov exponents ±1/3. Since H+1 (X,R)
is trivial in genus 2, we completely understand the Lyapunov spectra of
Teichmüller curves in the Weierstrass loci ΩED(2).
In the genus 3 case, after the works of M. Möller [Mo] and A. Eskin,
M. Kontsevich and A. Zorich [EKZ], it is known that the restriction of the
Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle to H−, resp. H+1 (X,R), has Lyapunov expo-
nents±1/5, resp. ±2/5. In particular, the Lyapunov spectra of Teichmüller
curves in the Weierstrass loci ΩED(4) are also completely determined.
In the genus 4 case, after the works of M. Möller [Mo] and A. Eskin,
M. Kontsevich and A. Zorich [EKZ], it is known that the restriction of the
Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle to H− has Lyapunov exponents ±1/7. On the
other hand, since H+1 (X,R) is a 4-dimensional symplectic subspace, the
restriction of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle to H+1 (X,R) has Lyapunov
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spectrum λ+1 ≥ λ+2 ≥ −λ+2 ≥ −λ+1 . Here, the work [EKZ] can be used
to show that λ+1 + λ
+
2 = 6/7, and the work of G. Forni (see Corollary 6.8
of [Fo11]) can be applied to show that λ+2 > 0. However, the individual
values of the exponents λ+1 and λ
+
2 are unknown. In particular, it is natural
to ask about the simplicity of the Lyapunov exponents λ+1 and λ
+
2 : in our
case, this amounts to deciding whether λ+1 > λ
+
2 , that is, the simplicity of
the “top exponent” λ+1 of the “block” H
+
1 (X,R). In fact, the simplicity of
λ+1 is supported by numerical experiments with some examples (indicating
that λ+1 ≈ 0.58... and λ+2 ≈ 0.26...), and, in this direction, we have the
following result:
Theorem 2. Consider the Teichmüller curves given by the SL(2,R)-orbits
of Model B translation surfaces (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) with parameters t = 0,
e = 1, h = (w − 1)/3 ∈ N. Then, for all but (possibly) finitely many
values of the parameter h ∈ N, one has λ+1 > λ+2 > 0 (i.e., the Lyapunov
spectrum of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle restricted to the blockH+1 (X,Z)
is simple).
Remark 3.2. Note that the discriminantD = e2+4wh isD = 1+4(3h+1)h
for the choice of parameters in Theorem 2. In particular, by taking the
reduction modulo 3, we see that D is not a square when h ≡ 1 (mod 3). In
other words, the statement of Theorem 2 includes both non-arithmetic and
arithmetic Teichmüller curves.
Remark 3.3. Roughly, Theorem 2 covers about a third of the known Teich-
müller curves in ΩED(6). It is likely that this simplicity result holds for
all Teichmüller curves in all Weierstrass loci ΩED(6), but we will not try
to push our methods to get a more complete result because this is not the
main point of this note. Indeed, the idea behind Theorem 2 is to give an
example where Theorem 1 can be applied, while the alternative approach
via coding of the geodesic flow is runs into serious difficulties since for Te-
ichmüller curves in non-arithmetic (i.e.,
√
D /∈ N) Weierstrass loci ΩED(6)
the Veech group is unknown.
The proof of Theorem 2 will occupy the rest of this section and it will
consist of the following two steps.
In the next subsection, we will start with a certain Model B translation
surface X = (M,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) and we will compute the action on homol-
ogy of three parabolic elements of the Veech group SL(M,ω) related to two
Model B cylinder decompositions and a Model A cylinder decomposition.
The outcome of this calculation will be the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Let X = (M,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) be a Model B translation sur-
face with parameters t = 0, h, e ∈ N, w = 3h + e. Then, the image of
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the monodromy representation ρ : SL(M,ω) → H+1 (X,R) contains the
matrices
A =

1 0 w 0
0 1 0 (w − e)/3
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , B =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
4w2 4w(w+2e)
3
1 0
4w(w+2e)
3
4w(w+2e)
3
0 1
 ,
and
C =

1− ρshort −ρshort ρshort + ρlong −ρlong
0 1 −ρlong ρlong
−ρshort −ρshort 1 + ρshort 0
−ρshort −ρshort ρshort 1

where
ρshort := 2(w + 2e)
2(37w3 − 69ew2 + 45e2w − 13e3)
and
ρlong := (w − e)2(37w3 + 42ew2 − 51e2w + 26e3).
Then, in the final subsection, our next step is to prove (with the aid of
some results in [MMY]) the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Consider the matricesA,B andC from Proposition 1 above
in the case of parameters t = 0, e = 1, h ∈ N and w = 3h + 1. Then, any
monoid G containing A, B and C is pinching and twisting for all h ∈ N
large enough.
At this stage, we will conclude the proof of Theorem 2 by simply com-
bining Propositions 1 and 2 with item (c) of the “coding-free” simplicity
criterion in Theorem 1.
3.3. Action on homology of some Dehn twists of (M,ω) ∈ ΩED(6).
Using the notations from Appendix D of E. Lanneau and D.-M. Nguyen’s
paper [LN], let X = (M,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) be a Model B translation surface
with t = 0 (i.e., no “twist” between cylinders).
We consider the basis of homology {αi,j, βi,j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2} of X =
(M,ω) from Figure 2 above, so that
αi := αi,1 + αi,2, βi := βi,1 + βi,2, i = 1, 2
is a basis of H−1 (X,Z), and
α˜i := αi,1 − αi,2, β˜i := βi,1 − βi,2, i = 1, 2
is a basis of H+1 (X,Z).
As we already explained, for our purposes (of showing Theorem 2), we
will focus mostly on the action of Aff(X,ω) on H+1 (X,Z).
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Remark 3.4. It is not hard to see that translation surfaces in minimal strata
have a trivial automorphism groups. In particular, from the discussion of
§2, we have that the Veech group of any (X,ω) ∈ ΩED(6) injects into its
group of affine diffeomorphisms. In other words, in the case of (X,ω) ∈
ΩED(6), we can study the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle by analyzing how the
affine diffeomorphisms naturally associated to elements of SL(X,ω) act on
H1(X,R).
Recall that, in Model B (with t = 0), the holonomy vectors of αi,j, βi,j
are
ω(α1,1) = ω(α1,2) = (λ/2, 0), ω(β1,1) = ω(β1,2) = (0, λ/2)
ω(α2,1) = ω(α2,2) = (w/2, 0), ω(β2,1) = ω(β2,2) = (0, h/2)
Firstly, we look in the horizontal direction and we consider the parabolic
element A :=
(
1 w
0 1
)
. The moduli of the horizontal cylinders of X are
1 and w/h. It follows that A belongs to SL(X,ω) and it acts on homology
as
A(αi,j) = αi,j
and
A(β1,j) = wα1,j + β1,j, A(β2,j) = hα2,j + β2,j
In particular, the matrix of A on the basis {α˜1, α˜2, β˜1, β˜2} of H+1 (X,Z) is
A =

1 0 w 0
0 1 0 h
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 = ( Id2×2 A˜0 Id2×2
)
where Id2×2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix and A˜ =
(
w 0
0 h
)
.
Secondly, we look in the vertical direction and we consider the parabolic
element B :=
(
1 0
τ 1
)
where
τ := 4(D − (w − e)2)λ/2 + h/2
λ− w/2 = ((2w − e)
2 −D) λ/2 + h
w/2− λ/2
Here, we used the relations 2λ = e+
√
D and D = e2 + 4wh. Note that the
moduli of the vertical cylinders are λ/2+h/2
λ−w/2 and
λ/2+h
w/2−λ/2 , so that B belongs
to SL(X,ω) and it acts on homology as
B(βi,j) = βi,j
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and
B(α1,j) = α1,j + 4(D − (w − e)2)αvert1,j + ((2w − e)2 −D)αvert2,j ,
B(α2,j) = α2,j + 4(D − (w − e)2)αvert1,j + ((2w − e)2 −D)(αvert2,1 + αvert2,2 )
where αvert1,j := β1,j + β2,j are the homology classes of short vertical cylin-
ders and αvert2,j := β1,j +β2,1 +β2,2 are the homology classes of long vertical
cylinders. In particular, the matrix of B on the basis {α˜1, α˜2, β˜1, β˜2} of
H+1 (X,Z) is
B =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
4(D − (w − e)2) + ((2w − e)2 −D) 4(D − (w − e)2) 1 0
4(D − (w − e)2) 4(D − (w − e)2) 0 1

=
(
Id2×2 0
B˜ Id2×2
)
where Id2×2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix and
B˜ =
(
4(D − (w − e)2) + ((2w − e)2 −D) 4(D − (w − e)2)
4(D − (w − e)2) 4(D − (w − e)2)
)
=
(
4w(3h+ e) 4w(4h− w + 2e)
4w(4h− w + 2e) 4w(4h− w + 2e)
)
.
Here, we used the relation D = e2 + 4wh.
Finally, we consider the “diagonal” direction of slope θ := (λ+h)/λ. In
general, the cylinder decomposition in this direction is given by a Model A.
For sake of simplicity, we will take 3h = w−e, so that θ ·(w/2−λ/2) =
h/2 and thus the cylinder decomposition is the one presented in Figure 3
below.
The homology classes of short cylinders in “diagonal” direction θ are
αdiag1,j := α1,j + β1,j + β2,j,
and the homology classes of long cylinders in “diagonal” direction θ are
αdiag2,j := α
diag
1,1 + α
diag
1,2 + α2,j − α1,j + β2,1 + β2,2
Also, a short cylinder in direction θ has modulus
µdiagshort :=
(
λ
2
)2
+
(
λ
2
+ h
2
)2(
λ− w
2
) (
λ
2
+ h
2
)
and a long cylinder in direction θ has modulus
µdiaglong := 2
(
w
2
+ λ
2
)2
+ (λ+ 2h)2(
w
2
− λ
2
)
(λ+ 2h)
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FIGURE 3. Cylinder decomposition in direction θ.
A direct computation using the relations 3h = w − e, D = e2 + 4wh =
e2 + 4w(w − e)/3 and 2λ = e+√D reveals that
µdiaglong
µdiagshort
=
2(w + 2e)2(37w3 − 69ew2 + 45e2w − 13e3)
(w − e)2(37w3 + 42ew2 − 51e2w + 26e3)
This motivates the consideration of the action on homology of the element
C of SL(X,ω) given by the Dehn twist in direction θ by
ρ := ρlong · µdiaglong = ρshort · µdiagshort
where
ρshort := 2(w + 2e)
2(37w3 − 69ew2 + 45e2w − 13e3)
and
ρlong := (w − e)2(37w3 + 42ew2 − 51e2w + 26e3).
By inspecting how the cylinders in direction θ intersect the cycles αi,j, βi,j ,
we get that
C(α1,j) = α1,j − ρshortαdiag1,j − ρlong(αdiag2,1 + αdiag2,2 ),
C(β1,1) = β1,1 + ρshortα
diag
1,1 + ρlongα
diag
2,2 ,
C(β1,2) = β1,2 + ρshortα
diag
1,2 + ρlongα
diag
2,1 ,
C(α2,j) = α2,j − ρshortαdiag1,j − 2ρlong(αdiag2,1 + αdiag2,2 ),
C(β2,j) = β2,j + ρlongα
diag
2,j
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Since αdiag1,1 −αdiag1,2 = α˜1 + β˜1 + β˜2 and αdiag2,1 −αdiag2,2 = α˜2− α˜1, we obtain
that the matrix of C on the basis {α˜1, α˜2, β˜1, β˜2} of H+1 (X,Z) is
C =

1− ρshort −ρshort ρshort + ρlong −ρlong
0 1 −ρlong ρlong
−ρshort −ρshort 1 + ρshort 0
−ρshort −ρshort ρshort 1

In resume, we started with a Model B with parameters h = (w − e)/3,
t = 0 and we got the matrices
(3.1) A =

1 0 w 0
0 1 0 (w − e)/3
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 =: ( Id2×2 A˜0 Id2×2
)
,
(3.2) B =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
4w2 4w(w+2e)
3
1 0
4w(w+2e)
3
4w(w+2e)
3
0 1
 =: ( Id2×2 0B˜ Id2×2
)
,
and
(3.3) C =

1− ρshort −ρshort ρshort + ρlong −ρlong
0 1 −ρlong ρlong
−ρshort −ρshort 1 + ρshort 0
−ρshort −ρshort ρshort 1

corresponding to the action of three elements of SL(X,ω) (coming from
certain Dehn twists in three periodic directions) on H+1 (X,Z). In other
words, we proved Proposition 1.
In the next subsection, we will use these matrices to complete the proof
of Theorem 2.
3.4. End of the proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, we can complete
the proof of Theorem 2 by considering Model B with parameters t = 0,
e = 1, h = (w − 1)/3 ∈ N and by showing the pinching and twisting
properties for any monoid G containing the matrices A, B and C given by
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) for adequate values of the “free” parameter w ∈ N (or
equivalently h = (w−1)/3 ∈ N). In this direction, we’ll need the following
“Galois-theoretical” criterion for the pinching and twisting properties from
the article [MMY]:
Theorem 3. Let G be a monoid containing two matrices M,N ∈ Sp(4,Z).
Denote by P (x) = x4 + a(P )x3 + b(P )x2 + a(P )x + 1 and Q(x) = x4 +
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a(Q)x3 + b(Q)x2 + a(Q)x+ 1 the characteristic polynomials of M and N .
Suppose that the discriminants
• ∆1(P ) := a(P )2 − 4(b(P )− 2), ∆2(P ) := (b(P ) + 2)2 − 4a(P )2,
∆3(P ) := ∆1(P ) ·∆2(P ),
• ∆1(Q) := a(Q)2 − 4(b(Q)− 2), ∆2(Q) := (b(Q) + 2)2 − 4a(Q)2,
∆3(Q) := ∆1(Q) ·∆2(Q), and
• ∆i(P ) ·∆j(Q), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3
are positive integers that are not squares. Then, the matrices M and N are
pinching and some product of powers of M and N is twisting with respect
toM , and, a fortiori, the monoid G has the pinching and twisting properties.
In our context, we consider the matrix M = A ·B where A and B are the
matrices presented in (3.1) and (3.2). It has the form
M =
(
Id2×2 + A˜B˜ A˜
B˜ Id2×2
)
and, therefore, its characteristic polynomial is
P (x) := x4 + a(P )x3 + b(P )x2 + a(P )x+ 1 =
x4 − (tr(A˜B˜) + 4)x3 + (det(A˜B˜) + 2tr(A˜B˜) + 6)x2 − (tr(A˜B˜) + 4)x+ 1.
In our case,
A˜B˜ =
(
4w3 4w2(w + 2)/3
4(w − 1)w(w + 2)/9 4(w − 1)w(w + 2)/9
)
so that
tr(A˜B˜) = 4w(10w2 + w − 2)/9
and
det(A˜B˜) = 32w3(w3 − 3w + 2)/27.
We compute the following discriminants
∆1(P ) := a(P )
2 − 4(b(P )− 2) := tr(A˜B˜)2 − 4 det(A˜B˜)
=
16
81
w2(76w4 + 20w3 + 33w2 − 52w + 4)
= 16(3h+ 1)2(76h4 + 108h3 + 61h2 + 14h+ 1)
∆2(P ) := (b(P ) + 2)
2 − 4a(P )2 =
512
729
(w − 1)2w3(2w7 + 4w6 − 6w5 + 22w4 + 71w3 + 15w + 54)
and
∆3(P ) := ∆1(P ) ·∆2(P )
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Next, we consider the matrix N = B · C where B and C the matrices
presented in (3.2) and (3.3). Its characteristic polynomial is
Q(x) := x4 + a(Q)x3 + b(Q)x2 + a(Q)x+ 1
where
a(Q) = −1184w
7
3
− 448w6 + 840w5 + 472w
4
3
− 296w3 + 72w2 + 208w
3
− 4
and
b(Q) =
87616w14
9
+
66304w13
3
− 72704w12 − 994048w
11
9
+ 295808w10
+ 106752w9 − 1864192w
8
3
+
1076800w7
3
+ 347072w6 − 5648656w
5
9
+ 405360w4 − 132528w3 + 171760w
2
9
− 416w
3
+ 6
Again, we compute the following discriminants:
∆1(Q) := a(Q)
2 − 4(b(Q)− 2)
=
64
3
((w − 1)w(w + 2)(37w2 − 32w + 13))2 ·
· (2w2 + 2w − 1)(2w2 + 2w + 5),
∆2(Q) := (b(P ) + 2)
2 − 4a(P )2
=
1024
81
(w − 1)4w2(w + 2)4(13− 32w + 37w2)2 ·
· (5476w14 + 12432w13 − 40896w12 − 62128w11 + 166392w10+
60048w9 − 349536w8 + 202344w7 + 195732w6 − 353986w5+
227838w4 − 74214w3 + 10654w2 − 156w + 9)
and
∆3(Q) := ∆1(Q) ·∆2(Q)
Given a polynomialRwith rational coefficients with factorizationR(x) =
m∏
k=1
Rk(x)
ak over Q[x], denote by Rred(x) :=
m∏
k=1
Rk(x)
ak(mod 2) its square-
free reduction. Note that the values of the parameter x ∈ Z, resp. Q,
such that R(x) is a square correspond to integral, resp. rational, points of
the curve z2 = Rred(x). In particular, by Siegel’s theorem, if Rred(x) has
degree ≥ 3, then R(x) is not a square for all but finitely many values of
x ∈ Z, and, by Falting’s theorem, if Rred(x) has degree ≥ 5, then R(x) is
not a square for all but finitely many values of x ∈ Q.
In our setting, we have that
• ∆1(P )red(h) = 76h4 + 108h3 + 61h2 + 14h+ 1
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• ∆1(P )red(w) = 76w4 + 20w3 + 33w2 − 52w + 4
• ∆2(P )red(w) = w(2w7 + 4w6 − 6w5 + 22w4 + 71w3 + 15w + 54)
• ∆1(Q)red(w) = 3(2w2 + 2w − 1)(2w2 + 2w + 5)
• ∆2(Q)red(w) = 5476w14 + 12432w13 − 40896w12 − 62128w11
+ 166392w10 + 60048w9 − 349536w8 + 202344w7 + 195732w6
− 353986w5 + 227838w4 − 74214w3 + 10654w2 − 156w + 9
where all polynomials written in the five items above are irreducible over
Q[x]. In particular, since ∆1(P )red(h), ∆1(P )red(w) and ∆1(Q)red(w)
have degree 4, ∆2(P )red(w) has degree 8, ∆2(Q)red(w) has degree 14, and
they don’t have common factors, the discussion of the previous paragraph
(based on Siegel’s theorem and Faltings’ theorem) apply to ensure that the
discriminants
• ∆1(P ), ∆2(P ), ∆3(P ) = ∆1(P ) ·∆2(P ),
• ∆1(Q), ∆2(Q), ∆3(Q) := ∆1(Q) ·∆2(Q), and
• ∆i(P ) ·∆j(Q), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3
are not squares for all but finitely many values of w ∈ N (or h ∈ N).
Moreover, the leading coefficients of ∆i(P )red and ∆j(Q)red are positive,
so that these discriminants are positive for all but finitely many values of
w ∈ N (or h ∈ N).
Therefore, since any monoid G containing the matrices A, B and C must
contain the matrices M := A · B and N := B · C (whose characteristic
polynomials are P and Q above), we can use Theorem 3 to conclude that
any monoid G containing the matrices A, B and C is pinching and twisting.
This proves Proposition 2.
Finally, as we already mentioned, by Theorem 1, the proof of Theorem 2
is also complete.
4. LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS OF VARIATIONS OF HODGE STRUCTURES
OF HIGHER WEIGHT
In some recent talks, M. Kontsevich [K1] discussed the possibility of
extending the formula in [EKZ] for sums of (non-negative) Lyapunov ex-
ponents of Teichmüller curves to more general contexts including variations
of Hodge structures of higher weights.
Abstractly, Kontsevich considers the following scenario. Let C be a hy-
perbolic Riemann surface of finite area. Denote by (E,∇) a vector bundle E
over C with a flat connection∇. Observe that the data of (E,∇) gives a lin-
ear cocycle over the geodesic flow on the hyperbolic Riemann surfaceC and
also a monodromy representation ρ : pi1(C, c0)→ GL(N,C) where c0 ∈ C
and N is the rank of E. Assuming that the fibers Ex of E are equipped with
a measurable family of norms ‖.‖x that are bounded near the cusps of C,
one can check that the linear cocycle over the geodesic flow on C induced
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by (E,∇) satisfies the L1 log-integrability condition in Oseledets theorem
whenever the monodromy representation ρ : pi1(C, c0) → GL(N,C) is
quasi-unipotent near the cusps of C (i.e., the spectra of the matrices ob-
tained as images under ρ of small loops around the cusps of C are contained
in the unit circle in the complex plane). In this context, we can apply Os-
eledets theorem to get Lyapunov exponents λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λN , N = rank(E),
associated to the linear cocycle induced by (E,∇) over C, and it is a natural
question to try to compute these Lyapunov exponents using some geomet-
rical information on (E,∇).
One of the main examples of the situation described in the previous para-
graph are variations of Hodge structures associated to one-parameter defor-
mations of compact Kähler manifolds. Here, the presentation of these ex-
amples will follow Voisin’s book [V] (that we refer for basic definitions and
more details). Let us consider a family Xc, c ∈ C, of (mutually diffeomor-
phic) compact Kähler manifolds parametrized by a hyperbolic Riemann sur-
face C. The cohomology groupsHk(Xc,C) form the fibers of a vector bun-
dleHk equipped with the (flat) Gauss-Mannin connection. Furthermore, the
fibersHk(Xc,C) come with an integer latticeHk(Xc,C) = Hk(Xc,Z)⊗C,
and they have a Hodge decomposition
Hk(Xc,C) =
⊕
p+q=k
Hp,q(Xc)
where Hp,q is the space of cohomology classes of type (p, q) and a Hodge
filtration
F pHk(Xc,C) =
⊕
r≥p
Hr,k−r(Xc)
In the literature, this example is usually given when introducing the notion
of general variations of (integral) Hodge structures of weight k.
Example 4.1. The Hodge bundle H1g equipped with the Gauss-Manin con-
nection over a Teichmüller curve is a variation of Hodge structures of weight
one.
It is possible to show that the monodromy representations corresponding
to variations of Hodge structures described above are quasi-unipotent near
the cusps (see, e.g., Theorem 15.15 of Voisin’s book [V]), so that we can
use Oseledets theorem to talk about Lyapunov exponents associated to these
monodromy representations.
As we already mentioned, the article [EKZ] contains formulas for the
sums of non-negative Lyapunov exponents of the Kontsevich-Zorich co-
cycle. Very roughly speaking, Kontsevich (and Forni) showed a formula
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relating the sums of non-negative Lyapunov exponents of the Kontsevich-
Zorich cocycle to the integral of the first Chern class of the “middle part”
F 1H1g := H
1,0 of the Hodge filtration.
Of course, as Möller suggested to Kontsevich, it is natural to try to gen-
eralize this formula for the sum of non-negative Lyapunov exponents asso-
ciated to variations of Hodge structures of higher weights.
In order to test his ideas, Kontsevich studies certain prototypical algebro-
geometrical examples of Calabi-Yau 3-folds (3CY for short)3. More con-
cretely, there are several families of 3CYs, and, among those, one finds
14 families of 3CY whose moduli spaces are isomorphic to C − {0, 1,∞}
(see, e.g., [DM]). For each of these families X(k)c , k = 1, . . . , 14, c ∈
C ' C − {0, 1,∞}, we have the vector bundle H3(X(k)) whose fibers are
the third cohomology groupsH3(X(k)c ,C) and the Gauss-Manin connection
over the hyperbolic Riemann surface C := C − {0, 1,∞}. Thus, it makes
sense to talk about the Lyapunov exponents in this context.
Interestingly enough, Kontsevich found that the natural generalization of
the formula for the sum of non-negative Lyapunov exponents in terms of
the first Chern class of the “middle part” F 2H3 := H3,0 ⊕ H2,1 of the
Hodge filtration works exactly for 7 of the 14 families X(k)c , k = 1, . . . , 14,
and, as a matter of fact, the formula works precisely in the cases when the
image of the corresponding monodromy representation ρ is a “thin” group
(in Sarnak’s terminology). Also, Kontsevich observed that, in the remaining
7 cases where the formula does not work, the sum of non-negative Lyapunov
exponents are strictly larger than the quantity provided by the first Chern
class of the “middle part” F 2H3 of the Hodge filtration (i.e., his “formula”
becomes a strict lower bound in the 7 “bad” cases).
Among these 14 families X(k)c , k = 1, . . . , 14, of 3CY’s parametrized by
c ∈ C ' C− {0, 1,∞}, one has the so-called mirror quintic 3CY’s. In the
literature, mirror quintic 3CY’s were introduced in [COGP] in their study
of mirror symmetry.
For our purposes, it suffices to know that the Hodge numbers of a mirror
quintic 3CY Xmqc , c ∈ C ' C − {0, 1,∞}, are h0,3 = h1,2 = h2,1 =
h3,0 = 1 (where hp,q denotes the complex dimension of Hp,q(Xmqc ), so that
the third cohomology groupH3(Xmqc ) of a mirror quintic 3CYX
mq
c is four-
dimensional. Therefore, since the natural intersection form on the integral
lattice H3(Xmqc ,Z) (induced by the cup product) is symplectic, we obtain a
monodromy representation
ρ : pi1(C)→ Sp(4,Z)
3Recall that a Calabi-Yau n-fold is a compact Kähler manifold of complex dimension
n with vanishing Ricci curvature.
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associated to the variations of Hodge structures of weight three of mirror
quintic 3CY’s.
As we discussed above, one can use ρ : pi1(C) → Sp(4,Z) to define a
cocycle over the geodesic flow on the hyperbolic Riemann surfaceC ' C−
{0, 1,∞} ' H/Γ0(2) (where Γ0(2) is the subgroup of SL(2,Z) consisting
of matrices whose lower-left entry is zero modulo two). By definition, the
Lyapunov spectrum of this cocycle has the form λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ −λ2 ≥ −λ1,
and Kontsevich’s formula for the sum λ1 + λ2 in terms of the geometry of
ρ (first Chern class of the middle part of the Hodge filtration) works. From
his arguments, it is possible to show that λ1 + λ2 > 0, so that λ1 > 0. On
the other hand, it is not clear how to deduce qualitative information on λ2
(e.g., λ2 > 0 and/or λ1 > λ2) from the formula of Kontsevich.
In this section, we will show that Theorems 1 and 3 allows us to deduce
simplicity of the Lyapunov spectrum for a variations of Hodge structures of
weight three of mirror quintic 3CY’s.
The main result of this section is:
Theorem 4. The Lyapunov spectrum λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ −λ2 ≥ −λ1 of the mon-
odromy representation of mirror quintic 3CY’s is simple (i.e., λ1 > λ2 > 0).
Proof. For the proof of this result, we will need the following fact. For
mirror quintic 3CY’s, the corresponding monodromy representation ρ :
pi1(C) → Sp(4,Z) was computed in several places of the literature (cf.
[CYY], [DM], [Movasati], and [vEvS]) and, for example, in [Movasati], it
is shown that the following matrices
M0 =

1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
5 5 1 0
0 −5 −1 1

and
M1 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

correspond to the image under ρ of small loops in C around 0 and 1. In
particular, the image of the representation ρ associated to mirror quintic
3CY’s is the group generated by M0 and M1.
We affirm that there are two matrices A and B in the group generated by
M0 and M1 fitting the hypothesis of Theorem 3. In fact, this is not hard to
show: for example, the matrices A := M30 ·M1 ∈ G and B := M40 ·M1 ∈ G
have characteristic polynomials
P (x) = x4 + 31x3 + 71x2 + 31x+ 1
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and
Q(x) = x4 + 66x3 + 186x2 + 66x+ 1
(resp.). Therefore, the corresponding discriminants are
∆1(P ) = 685 = 5× 137, ∆2(P ) = 1485 = 33 × 5× 11
and
∆1(Q) = 3620 = 2
2 × 5× 181, ∆2(P ) = 17920 = 29 × 5× 7
so that none of the positive numbers ∆i(P ),∆j(Q), and ∆i(P )∆j(Q) (for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3) are squares.
Once we know that the image of ρ is pinching and twisting, we want
to apply to Theorem 1 to conclude the simplicity of the Lyapunov expo-
nents. However, this is not completely straightforward because Theorem 1
concerns variations of Hodge structures of weight one, while our current
setting concerns variations of Hodge structures of weight three.
Fortunately, it is not difficult to adapt the proof of Theorem 1 to this
case. Indeed, the fact that random products of loops around the cusps 0, 1
and∞ of C ' C − {0, 1,∞} ' H/Γ0(2) track geodesic rays in H/Γ0(2)
is still true (by Oseledets theorem), and, hence, we have only to justify
the validity of an analog of “Forni estimate” saying that the norms of the
monodromy matrices are controlled by the distances in the hyperbolic plane
between random walks and geodesic rays (cf. (2.1)). As it turns out, this is a
consequence of the following argument4. We have a period mapP : H→ D
providing a holomorphic map between the universal cover H of C ' C −
{0, 1,∞} and the so-called period domain D (see Chapiter 10 of Voisin’s
book [V]). By definition, the monodromy representation ρ is computed
from the period map P, so that the desired “Forni estimate” follow from
the Ahlfors-Schwartz-Pick lemma saying that the holomorphic map P is
a contraction from the hyperbolic plane H equipped with the hyperbolic
metric and the period domain D equipped with the natural metric (induced
by the natural intersection form). In other words, the desired control of the
monodromy matrices in terms of the hyperbolic distance follows from the
fact that the holomorphic sectional curvatures of the period domain D are
negative.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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